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Reflections.
NYLS professors have been inviiecl to contribute articles to
EQUITAS. This is the first of
those ;,rticles.

by Professor Lewis Shapiro
The New York Times, recently
reported the proceedings in a
pending libel action taking place
in France which has been dubbed
"the Jesus trial." The story was
strikingly entitled, "Libel Action
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Against A French Priest Turns yer and legal 'historian who was
On Issue Of Who Killed· Jesus." counsel to Marshall Phillippe PeA decision in the case is expect- tain at his trial for treason after
ed on December 11th. (N. Y. World War II, and the Reverend
Times, Oct. 25, 1974, p. 3, col. 1). Georges de Nantes- who has .deOn reading the article, I could nounced Pope Paul VI as a herenot help but reflect upon the his- - tic and whose ideas are viewed as
toric significance of the issue,
so retrograde and inflammatory
The parties to the trial taking that he is forbidden to celebrate
place at the Palace 0£ Justice in the Mass or preach in his diocese.
Troyes, fifty miles from Paris,
In a book written by Mr. Isorare Jacques Isorni, a French law- ni entitled "The True Trial .of

l84

de Nantes reviewed the book
and accused the author of being
an "unpaid lawyers for the Jewish people" who was trying to
absolve Judaism of twenty centuries of collective guilt. de Nan-
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SBA Picks

tes' position is that all Jews no't
converted to Gatholicism are ratifiers of deicide and are adherents
of "a false religion that, being
anti-Christ takes the· side of the
devil." As to the theory of ratification, the following passage
from the works of the noted historian, Will Durant, is interesting:
"A.small crowd, such as could
(Continued on Page 2)
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Student Assists

Committee
Student Bar Representatives
finally resolved the thorny problem of appointing members to the
Student-Faculty-Alumni Committee at their meeting Sunday .afterooon. They named a second
year woman, Russell Nobles, arid
another second - year student,
Mark Offen, to the important
body. Opposition to the first year
students' - desire to have one of
their number appointed to the
committee was 1ed by the SBA
president. The opposition centered
around the idea that that particular committee requires student
members with expertise in school
affairs and those who have had
time to establish relationships
with the faculty and administration members' of the committee.
Three students were presented to
the meeting- and apparently because ·of the pressure one of
those students was from the first
year class. However, because the
procedure, as prescribed by the
SBA constitution, does not call
for an election but rather only
confirms or denies the SBA preident's appointments, once Noble
and Offen were confirmed the
first-year student's name was
not presented. This procedure
elicited some consternation from
the first year students present at
the meeting.
In their -brief remarks, Noble
pointed out that she had been active in the women's caucus, and
has recently been busy out of
school, as treasurer of the New
York State Tenant Association,
while Offen told the representatives that he would try to represent .. "all the students" and. not.
just one particular interest group.
The votes were: Noble 19-3-0;
Offen, 12-IT.- ·
Before voting on the SFA Ap-~
. pointments, the SBA representatives heard President's Weinstein's monthly report. He revealed that the faculty _had unanimously rejected the SBA proposal asking faculty to distribute
a syllabus during the first two
weeks of . every course, which
would have eontained complete
course assignments for the semester,
Finally, the SBA President said
'that the registration procedures
ihls year will be changed. Regis(Continued on Page 8)

Jesus" the crucifixion is wholly
attributed to Pontius Pilate, the
procurator of Judea, who subsequent to the crucification would
be accused of extortion and-cruelty and removed from office.

Legal Aid Eff ort
At Willowbrook
by Kay Marcus

sistant Commissioner; the Director of Willowbrook; and the govA dime and a half an hour 01'
ernor.
wind and sun on the Staten IsThe resulting consolidated suit}
land Ferry will take you to ·a was U.S. Association of Retarded
place where the wind does not Children and· Parevi v. Rockfelblow and the sun does not shine
ler. At the time of the suit, Jack
- the Willowbrook State School
Annual Alumni Dinner. See Story Page 2
Hammond was the Director of
for the mentally retarded.
· Willowbrook. After his death, the·
The Willowbrook situation has position was fillec! by Miodrag
been the basis of many discus- Ristich, who has presently .been
sions . within the last few- years transferred to a research unit
_ Nathan Graf, coordinator- of 1934, and received a Master of as well as some active litigation. where he continues 'as a director
the graduate taxation program Business Administration degree Two years ago two Federal class at the same· salary (over $40,000
at Pace University and a profes- from City College in 1955.
action suits were brought; one plus a house!). Ristich's temposor at theNew York Law School, - Early in his career he was suit was brought on behalf of the· rary replacement is,James Forde,
· died Nov. 29 at Long Island Jewtechnical adviser to the appellate residents of Willowbrook and one . a man with a record of twenty
ish Hospital in New Hyde Park. division of the Internal Revenue suit was brought by the New years department service on a
He was 62 years old and lived at Service. Later he was an editor York Association of Retarded bureaucratic level and not sur48 Kalda Avenue, New-Hyde with the Research Institute of Children. They were, represented prisingly, no experience at runPark.
America and a tax lawyer with . by The Legal Aid Society and The ning an institution.
- Mr. Graf was professor of tax-:: J. K. Lasser.
To get some first hand inferNew York Civil Liberties Uion.
ation at Pace, on whose faculty
The isuits were brought against mation on the conditions at Wilhe served since 1957. He graduatSurviving are his widow, Ger- Allen Miller,- Commissioner of the
lowbrook, I spoke to Stephanie
ed from New York University in aldine; a· son, Robert, and two Department of Mental Hygiene Brand, a 3rd year student at
1932 and from its law school in grandchildren.
(DMH); Robert Hayes, the As(Continued on Page 6)

Professor Nathan Graf Dies

Student Role atNYLS Analyzed;F~tnre Uncertain
by Glenn Von Nostitz

Law. students were not as willing
So the authority remained vestas their undergrad counterparts ed in a strong Board of Trustees
One of the big chances result- to protest openly; there were rec- ' and to a lesser extent, in the
ing from the campus turbulence ommendations and ultimately. jobs dean's office and the faculty. The
of the 1_960's was in the way our to be concerned with. So they Dean himself, did nothing to upcolleges and universities are ad- contirnued t o 1eave th e decision
· ·
set this conservative system. As
. ministered. Students played a making to 'someone else.
one third year student puts it:
rather insiginificant role in 'cam"You'd ask Rafalko to look into
pus decision making before the
Eventually, the law schools did
something and finally, three
Berkeley Free Speech Movement change. Law students began to
months later, he'd respond that
got- off the ground in 1964. The - take tfieir seats on the formerly
it could not be done." The usual
faculty, administration and trus- administration and faculty domiexcuse was that, "My hands are
tees made an the substantive pol- nated school committes, while
_tied
by the Trustees" or "There
icy decisions. Students were in significant numbers of women
is no money for it."
school to get an- education, and and minorities were admitted and
That's the way it used to be at
that was it.
student evaluations of their proNYLS.
But as students began to collec- fessors came to play an _imporToday we have an entirely new
tively assert themselves, the gov· tant role - in tenure determinaadministration, a relatively new
ernance systems. opened up. Stu- tions.
faculty, and revamped building.
dents were soon to be found" on
New York L·aw School was oue In short we have a different law
the decision making committees, of the few exceptions to this na- school. It looks like we are fiand they discovered that their im- tionwide trend. While other law nally catching up with our sister
pact was real.
schools were liberalizing, NYLS schools in terms of physical
The nation's law schools did was stagnating. Students here plant, as well as in school govnot change as fast. For a long were more concerned with doing - erance. "Better late than never"
time after other academic instiwell in their courses and passing is one faculty member's comtutions had democratized, law the bar than with running the ment on the changes that have.
schools remained an anachronism. school.
taken place,
.I

a

The new administration prides
itself on its dynamism and responsiveness. With close cooperation from student leaders and the
faculty, they have organized'
twelve new student-faculty committees. Their purpose is to examine and propose policies on everything from admissions and
grading to community affairs and
development. Already the committees have established a record
of solid accomplishment; the
grading .committee has initiated
the ·new anonymous. grading system while the admissions committee has been busy evaluating
this year's flood of'.applicants,
Moreover, the Student-FacultyAlumni Committee is continuing
its central role. It used to be the
only committee where students
could at least hope to get a hearing from the Dean. Now it is-one
of many new policy making
groups, although it is still seen
(Continued on. Page 8)
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and, isn't' it time that the dream
of the beloved late Pope John
XXIII of mankind's entering
upon a new world be transfused
with reality - but, first however, we must remember his
words that "One must first see
the good in every person.'' (Galli, The Council and the Future
36 (1966.).*

The· Death of Iesu» ••.• Must Not Be·

Imputed to _the Jews. of Today"
(Continued from Page T)
- gather in Pilate's courtyard,
-drad called for Christ's execution; now, however, as he
climbed the hill. of Golgotha,
'he was followed by a great
crowd of people,' says Luke,
and of women who beat their
breasts and mourned for him.
Quite clearly the condemnation
did not have the approval of
the Jewish people.
" ...
At the ninth hour (of
·the crucifixion) - at three in.
the afternoon - ne 'cried out
with a loud voice, and gave up
the ghost.' Luke adds - again
revealing the sympathy of the
Jewish populace - that 'all the
people came together to that
sight ...
smote their breasts
and returned' to. the town.''
W. Durant) Caesar and Christ
572-573 (1944).
We are all aware, however, of
the horrific effect of the imputation of deicide. As Gideon Hausner, the Israeli prosecutor of
Adolf Eichmann, in discussing
the pathology of hatred stated,
"In rejecting Jesus, and in continuing .to reject him down the
ages, the role of the Jews was
understood : .. as that of satanic
agent, and so the grotesque
"charge of deicide was, a natural
form for religious fanaticism to
take. Throughout the Middle
Ages this charge kept fanning
the flames of enmity. Social and
economic distress kept adding
fuel. The mere. presence of the
Jew in a community was a convenient explanation fol! many
tnisfortunes. In time· he became
a handy escapegoat for all shortcomings - whether it was the
outbreak of epidemics in the Middle Ages, when he was accused
of- poisoning wells, · or economic
depression in Modern times,
when he was accused. of pauperizing- the masses." (Hausner, Justice in Jerusalem, 14 [1966].)
. de Nantes further asserted that

to absolve the· Jews of their
crime, even for the purpose of
ecumenical' understanding, is to

contradict everything that constitutes Catholic dogma. He pointed
out that he was defending his
faith and his church. -Note, that
his .view is not shared by either
his faith or his church. See for
example, the statement of Giacomo Cardinal Lerearo, Archbishop of Bologna (Italy), on
September· 28, 1964, Second Vatican Council -· ". . . So it seems,
inadequate to say, as the schema
does, that the death of· Jesus,
which resulted from the agitation of the chief people of the
Jews, must not be imputed to the
Jews o{ today. Rather it should
be said that one cannot and must
no.t speak of an accursed and deicide people .. .'' (Galli, The Council and the Future 257 (1966).
Isorni miintained that de Nantes sought to justify all the
crimes of the Nazis because the
Jews supposedly killed Jesus and
that if the court did not convict
it would in effect exculpate him
for _ preaching the massacre of
the Jews: He depicted de. Nantes·
as a "frenzied fanatic" and
branded him a "modern Savanarola.'' In turn, the priest said. that
his accuser was "a Christian renegade.''
Although the defense lawyers
insist that the trial is simply a
libel action, raising strictly legal
issues, and not theological ones,
the issue touchea the basic core
of morality.
Thus, two thousand years after
the. crucifixion, and after centuries of barbaric suffering by a
people, man again finds- himself
debating responsibility for the
act. As I. read on, I wondered as
to how many times this issue
would again and again be debated on the battlefield of hatred,
and whether there would ever be
a time when the chilling· and deIiumanizing label of deicide attributed-. tu the Jewish people
'would once and for all come to
an end; and, I painfully found
myself recalling the tragic period in Jewish history- of .the "Final Solution," described 15y Al-

Annual Alumni Meeting;
JDL Provides Diversion
by Ed Sanocki
N.Y.L.S. -held
its
annual
"Alumni Dinner" last November
11, at the Waldorf-Astoria, under
the auspices· of the School's
Alumni · Association.: It is truly
unfortunate if"you did not attend
because you not only missed an
excellent dinner, but an· opportunity to exchange your presents
Ideas and your nostalgic memories- with other associates of the
school.
The evening was atypical of'
most college alumni dinners in
that it was not marked by boredom, bad food, and poor service,
On the contrary, everything was
well planned, in excellent taste,
and quite entertaining. The initial excitement, however, was
provided by ·an external source:
the Jewish. . Defense League,
which. was- protesting the presence of Yasser Arafat and the
Palestine Liberation Organization
in New York. The demonstration outside the Waldorf was a spec~acle in itself as the J.D.L. taxed
the New York Police Force's
ability to maintain at least a

semblance of order. Even more
stunning was the fact that approximately one hundred members of the J.D.L. came inside
the Waldorf to protest the hotel's
policy of providing rooms for the
people representing the P.L.O. in
New. York. After a, noisy· and
rather ostentatious demonstra. tion, they were escorted from the
hotel by police.
After dinner, the guests were .
addressed by Dean Shapiro, President Mortola, the Hon. Charles
Froessel, and the Hon. Emilio
Nunez; Each of them emphasized
that a bright future was in store
:for N.Y.t..S., but that the alumni
would have to play an important
role to aid in the school's development.
The main speaker of the night,
however, was the Hon. Robert
Wagner, Jr., former mayor of
New York, whose father attended N.Y.L.S. The former mayor
delivered a poignant speech concerning the "Post-Watergate Publie Distrust of Lawyers" and what
we, as. members. of. the legal pro(Continued on Page- 6)

bert Schweitzer as " .. ·. a time
of inhumanity of culture, the beginning of which· dates back to
Friedrich Nietzsche at the end of
the preceding century. The failure was that of philosophy, of
free thought, as well.'' (Letter
from ·Albert Schweitzer to Rowohlt Verlag (German Publishers
of Rolf Hochhuth's play, The
Deputy), June 30, 1963, set forth
in Grove Press's publication of
the play). One might question
the adequacy of attributing. such
gross moral deviation to the "failure of philosophy," As Nietzsche
said "All philosophy has. now
fallen forfeit to history.'' (Human, AU Too Human, Eng. tra.,
N.Y. 1911, Vol. II, p. 17).

"The author lays no claim to schol.
arship in the fields of theology:
and history - and, as expressed
in the title the above is merely
his reflections. He readily ad-:
mits being more comfortable
writing in the arena of long-arm
jurisdiction, yet "even" a Practice professor dwells occassionally on matters beyond the pale
of the Civil Practice Law and.
Rules.

And so, I share the following
thought with you - dear reader
- that isn't it time that we all
uttered those. moving words from
Yevtushenko's poem Babi Yar,
which was written in commemoration of the massacre of fifty
thousand Russian Jews at the ravine on the outskirts of the city
bearing that name:

ABA- ·oilers
Career Guide
The American Har Associa- '
tion is- publishi-ng a book cataloguing law job possibilities
with the federal government.
Entitled "Federal Govern-ment Legal Career Opportunities," the 158-pag.e publication describes briefly the- anticipated job opening;s,type of
work, location, qualifications
and how to apply.

" ... Here all things spring silently; and baring· my head,
slowly I feel myself turning
gray.
I

A.nd I myself am one massive
soundless scream
above the thousand thousand
buried here.
I am each old man here shot
dead.
I am every child here shot
dead.
Nothing in me shall ever
forget! .. .''

The new book iS a project
of the ABA's· Law Stud.ent Di~
vision.
Further information can be
. obtained by writing to:· Alice
·Fried, Ameriean -Bar 'Associa. tion, 1155. E_ 6.0th.. St., Ghica- .
go, Ill. 606.37.

-Lawyer's Guild.·

Forms Chapter_
by Rich Cohen
A chapter of the NATIONAL
LAWYERS GUILD has finally
formed at NEW YORK LAW
SCHOOL. ~ nationwide organizati<in of thousands of> lawyers,
law students and legal workers,
the GUILD has student chapters
at every metropolitan law school
but.NYLS.
Founded in 1937 by a Federal
Judge as a progressive alternative to the American Bar Association, the GUILD defended
FDR's New Deal Legislation in
the Supreme Court, was in the
, forefront in the Civil Rights
movement, and f ought against
the House Un-American Activities Committee's McCarthy-era
witch hunt.
Bob Cantor, a GUILD attorney
from the. New York City office
eX:plained that the· student chap•
ters in this area ·have been involved in defense work( the At•
tica- t:rial and . the Puerto Rican
student str.uggle at Brooklyn Col·
lege), have sponsored numerous
speakers, including GUILD member Congresswoman Bella Abzug
and Gerald Lefcourt, have formed the Summer Projects that the
GUILD has- sponsored, sending
students to work with attorneys
all around the United Sta.tes (in~
eluding California to work wit~
the·. Farm ·W,orkers) and have
served· as- meeting g;roups. fol!'
students to" discuss tlieir studies
and outside "real world." legal:
events.

In Our Ne·w Building a,t 47 Worth Street
The· Of.ficial

Book Store . &
.5% .U on :al
Jaw studJ .materials

Snack Bar
expanded hot and collmenu ·

fow·prices
case books
textbooks'
dictionaries

superior quality

law cassettes ·
restatements.
law review books

comfortable tableseating, F.M. · radio

PLUS
All Your Other School Needs:
Notebooks, stationery,. rings, sweatshirts~ Y:-shirts, etc.
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Student Opinion:

Affiliation Or Merger;

~!

no , ~~~;,

T
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-·NYL

s. s"i•O"nT"SI

· ' Wins

NYLS Students Participat:

~~~~,.!~~~:, . R~;: to Brag In 1ntramural Basketball

the question: whether 'tis nobler
to be part of Princeton, or Pace
is the rub . • •
by Lloyd P. Eisen

a valuable resource in terms of
by Louis Rosenstock
money and facilities.' Aside from
Tony's of \Vorth St. vs. Galway's
the utilization of the dorm by
Galway's On Top 36-28;
K.Y.L.S. students, however, such
Friedman, Rosenstock Hit 14
considerations never quite panned
This was a game for the bragout. Apparently there has been
A rather naive underclassman
ging rights of 57 Worth St., pitmuch bickering about the status
came running into my room at
ting two second year day teams
of the sickly affiliation for a very
the Pace dorm about two-: weeks
against each other on the hardlong time.
·
ago trying to discover whether
wood. The Pace Gym was filled
.A second conclusion to be elicitthe rumors he .had heard about
to "capacity,
almost 18 people
ed from the Dean's remarks is
New York Law School's impendshowed up including the players.
that another affiliation with a
ing merger with Princeton UniEven the school photographer
different institution,
after
the
versity had any merit. Maintainwas there .. The players chipped in
ing my cool, I informed him that, dissolution of the one with Pace,
a dime apiece to pay for develis also a necessity, for the very
the arrangements
had already
oping the film. From the opening
same
reasons
which
the
original
been finalized and that a public
tip off it was abundantly clear
association was intended to proannouncement
was
imminent.
why all of us were in Law School,
vide: resources, in terms of monThen I told him that I actually
and not in the N.B.A. However,
ey and facilities, and the pres- '
knew nothing about such a mergwe all 110pe to make the A.B.A.
tige which inevitably accompaer and suggested that he call
By game time the poi nt spread
nies an identification
with a
Joel Weinstein, the S.B.A. Presi·was dead even.
great university.
dent. He did, and Joel too stated
The game proved to have two
The problems which confront
. that he had no information about
outstanding performances by both
New York Law School students
such a possibility.
teams' .centers. Jean Riccio, an
today, however, derive not so
A few days later, Dean Shapioften maligned center, was a high
much from the desire of N.Y.L.S.
ro decided to visit the Pace dorm,
draft choice for Tony's and playto affiliate, as they do with just
cto meet and speak-en masse with
ed his most outstanding game of
how "prestigious" an institution
law school residents. Coincidenthe administration chooses. While
_ tally, the question was raised as
Dean Shapiro's ambition to make
to whether there was any truth
N·.Y.L.S. a major urban law cento. the rumors that a merger beter is an admirable goal, an aftween New York Law School and
filiation with an Ivy League-type
Princeton University wasJurking
school would have disastrous rain the near future.
mifications.
The Dean's response to the
Let's face it. Virtually no one
query was most interesting. He
at N.Y.L;S. has the credentials to
stated that while he was not at
go to an Ivy League school. And
Itl5erty -to confirm such a report,
that statement is not meant to be
nor to mention any names, disa denigration of anyone's qualificussions with other schools had
taken place. He consoled ihose . cations. It's merely a ,very realpresent by saying that there was --istic appraiaal.j F'aw, if any .students attending N.Y.L.S. in any
no cause for alarmr that indeed,
class,
have attended
an Ivy
he was a man of high aspiraLeague undergraduate institution.
tions, and that he would not set_Some of those who have, attend
tle for second best. The students
N.Y.L.S. only because of some
seemed content. Too 'bad.
Of the two conclusions that can
very special circumstances.
b e g 1 eane d f ro~ Dean Sh apiro's
·
The "rub" of this whole escaremarks, the first is that New
pade is this: an affiliation with
York Law School's present "affian Ivy League institution would
liation" with Pace University is
inevitably lead to the creation of
on the way out. This eventuality
a very. Ivy. League type law
will actually be rather anti-clischool, with Ivy League type adthe season. Not only did he score
mactic and will probably cause
mission standards. The end result
11 points, but he grabbed 12 reno tears at either institution.
of such a process would be th~t
bounds and did some fine defen_New York Law School was origthe calibre of student at the
sive work. This fine individual
inally of prime importance
to . N.Y.L.S., would be strictly Ivy
effort was largely negated by an
Pace, in that the latter acquired
League. Students who were mereequally outstanding effort by Galan affiliation· to attain the much
ly very intelligent, perceptive and
way's center, . Mark Friedman.
coveted status of "university."
highly motivated would be farced
Mark scored 14 points, sharing
Once its own law school opens in
to attend "other end of the specgame high honors with Louis RoWestchester next year, Pace will
trum schools." Are the students
and turned in some great defense.
be able to offer its own "Doctor- - at N.Y.L.S. willing to pay such a
senstock, who had 12 rebounds
ate" program, and New York Law
price in order to obtain a more
The first half of the game
School will be expendable. On the
impressive diploma? Let's hope
proved to be very close with both
other
hand,
New York Law
not.
teams playing sloppily and exThe decision to affiliate is one
of primary importance to this
changing
turn-overs. The halfschool and one which will require
time score found Galway's leadDiamond
the careful consideration of ading, 18 -to 16. As the second half
ministration, faculty and student
began, Tony's was .ice cold, no,
En9a9e~ent Rings
body alike. It is not a step which
check that, ice, ice, ice cold. ToYz carat - $199
should be taken without the supny's did not score a basket in the
% carat - $395
port of everyone concerned.
second half until there were just
1 carat - $595
seven minutes left in the game.
Buy direct from manufacEMPLOYMENT
turer and SA VE! For cataGalway's did not prove to be that
OPPORTUNITY
log send $1 to Sl\IA Diaeffective during
that
thirteen
mond Importers,
Box 216,
A Colifornia Law School is
minute span but they did manage
Fanwood, N. J. 07023 (indiseeking a law librarian. Staff
to open up a twelve point lead.
cate name of school). Or, to
of 16 includes 6 professional
see rings call (212) 682-3390
Tony's finally· got moving and
librarians.
Contact:
Dean , with a little less than three minfor location of showroom
nearest you.
Bearn, New York Law School
utes to play, Tony's really got in,
for details.
spired. Coach Steve Lo Presti finally arrived at the game. You
could feel the tension in the air.
He looked intently at his playWANTED
ers, looked at the scoreboard,
FUN LUVIN' SKI INSTRUCTORS
turned his head to the clock. He
FOR WEEKEND TOURS
saw time running out on his team
(NO TEACHING EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
and he promptly left, muttering
WE WILL TRAIN YOU)
"Who are these guys? I don't
CALL SKI-0-RAMA TOURS (516) 485-1050 Ext. 100
know these guys." Anyway the
final score was Galway's 36 to
Tony's 28.

Photos

by Robert Hoch'berg
If you happen to be in the lobby on Wednesdays at 12:30 you
may see a handful of· New York
Law School students going to
·court wearing Converse Sneakers -. They're not going to Foley
Square but to the Pace College
gymnasium, to compete in intramural basketball. We are represented by the second year student teams, "Galway's
Bar &
Grill," "Tony's of North St.," and
one freshman club, "Ferae Naturae." Only Tony's can boast of
a winning record, but in competion with each other. All other
clubs are at .500. Tony's lost to
~alway's but beat Ferae in rovertime, and Galway's lost to Ferae.
Unfortunately, this season none
of our teams are entertaining

oy Joe

Latwin

any hopes of making the play-_
offs on Dec. 9th, but thanks to
a larger class to draft from, the
veteran
players
are confident
they will be prime contenders for
the Schaeffer Tournament. The
tournament is held at Madison
Square
Garden
for
finalists
from all metropolitan intramural
leagues.
All the games begin at 1 :00
P.1\1. and are concluded in time
for the participants to make their
afternoon Wednesday
class although
the post-game
shows
aren't as punctual. The Knicks
practice at Pace and in addition
to our own school superstars,
Clyde· Frazier, Earl The Pearl,
and Phil Jackson may be viewed
by any New York Law School
spectator.

Still Serving NYlS .with:

IE

B

5

Hornbociks, American Legal Case Digests,
Gilberts, Blackstone, Gould, Smith's,

L.egalines, Cambridge, Holt/Landmark
STATIONERY AND SUPPUES
NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL IUNGS

New and Usetl Texth·o.aks

TY
E

I

2 'SPRUCE STREET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10038

349 1577
8

285-3605

Mon. ~ Thurs. 8 - 8 Fri. - 8 -6

Sut. - 8 3:30
D
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SBA PRESIDENT

Equit3s Editorials

T ransition.al Ci e·neration
1

Joel Weinstein _..

Wh~re Is the Student InptitY
There was a time when the faculty and
administration of a law school made all the
rules, set all the policies, and let you know
that if-it didn't comply you kmewjust where
to find the door. Time have happily changed. "Student Input" is now sought. There
are student members of almost every committee, and in almost all instances their
counsel bears as much weight and their vote
counts as much as any other member of the
committee.
Recently however, several· decisions have
been announced without amy consultation
with the students, at least as far as we can
determine. While some of these are mere
minor annoyances, others bear heavily on our day to day functioning as law stu-

dents. To be sure memoranda will accompany the decisions justifying quite properly
the reasons, but if we are to really have
student input it must extend beyond mere
tokenism.
The question" of presenting eight -passport sized photos means nothing more than
a ten minute trip to Woolworths and a dollars' worth of quarters. The question of fifty minute classes weighs much more heavily, as does the decision to schedule the required and semi-mandatory evening classes
in the eight to nine-fifty slot. The decisions
as they have now been presented have caused considerable agitation among the student
body, which could easily have been avoided.

Student. Pressure Group
At a meeting held with about a dozen
members of various student organizations
the three members of the AALS inspection
team made a point which we should all keep
in mind for future reference.
They reminded us that if we received our
accreditation we should be aware that some
of the immediate pressure for change which
has been on the administration will subside.

We are optimistic enough to believe that
that will make little difference in the administration's continued drive for forward
progress.
It will be the responsibility
dents to. insure that when the
tion feels like letting down, our
cellence will not allow them to

of the stuadministragoals of exdo it.

Million Dollar Sound System
At least if the bells rang' at the same time
each day we could understand. But when
they ring at twenty-seven minutes after and
twenty-three minutes to the hour on Monday and by Friday are. ringing attwelve and
three quarters before and eighteen and onehalf after the hour, we begin to wonder
whether it's us or big brother who has lost
their marbles.
Even considering the problems which
have had to be faced during the construe-

_

I used to run a pool. hall, two days a week. I held the title of "relief man" during the summer before I turned sixteen. Noon to mid·
night weren't such bad hours if you fancied yourself a junior hustler
and table one was your private reserve. There was an elderly gentle·
man who came in regularly to shoot the three cushion game, alone.
·1 studied him for hours without sharing aword, I watched, but I' was
not there. This man played that game about .as well as anyone ever
will: green felt magic, smooth and pure. One day, I broke the silence
and asked him what it takes to get good in billiards. The man ignored
me until later, when he was paying for his time. He said, "You wanna
know what it takes to get good? About twenty years." That's really
a hell of a thing to say to a ·punk kid, and he knew that. Worst of all,
I suspected he was right.
We're not always prepared to admit to ourselves the length of time
some tasks require. It's far..easier to become immersed .in false hopes.
Nothing good will come from underestimating the difficulty of changing a law school's reputation. Those whose feet were swept off the
ground amid a flurry of welcomed changes are rediscovering the force
of gravity.
Much time has been spent attempting to improve the NYLS self·
image. The· efforts have been largely successful. Perhaps too successful. The improvements and talk of improvements have the desired effect of raising both the performance and expectations of the student.
body. Those new expectations will be at the hub of many a hassle until the rest of the legal community catches on to us.
Prior to the Shapiro era, NYLS students suffered a less than glittering image. My impression may be erroneous, but I think a good
number of our predecessors were able to adjust to the situation. They
were aware that many of the top legal jobs were not immediately
available to them, and were prepared to accept the consequences.
Now, all the image polishing has opened more doors in our imagination than in the profession. It's not clear what results from raising expectations in the face of stable or even diminishing opportunities, but I'm sure it's bound to cause problems.
It will take many years to reverse the NYLS outer-image. It's an
uphill battle, which I am confident we'll win, in time. In the meantime, we must be careful not to get carried away by hopesand expectations. Members of the class of '75 are not finding top jobs open to
them. ··The class of '76 may not either. Until the legal community
comes around, the dissonance between self-image and . outer-image
will be the source of many personal disappointments. You've come a
long way, baby, but not that far.
The current student body must accept the awkward status 6£ a
transitional population. Many of thechanges' ir; cu1·"flcufu'ir1and· scaed· ule are designed for the l'\YLS of the future. Eventually, we will jQin
the ranks of certain privileged institutions whose students have the
luxury of being "pure students" who, for example, wouldn't consider
extra-curricular employment. They don't have tor- they get offers
based in large part on the status of their schools. We, on the other
hand, have a long and· revered tradition of trying harder. Many evening students· and a fair number of smart money players in the day
have always secured part or full time jobs which often turn into solid
offers. The thoughtful administrative trend of discouraging such work
by imaginative day-class scheduling. is clearly aimed at a future
· NYLS. However, we must not forsake the present. Until such time as
the transformation has taken root on a broad basis, those of us in. the
middle must exercise extreme caution and avoid unnecessary unpleasaniries which await the unweary,

tion, the current situation with the 'million-dollar" sound system has become unbearable. Bells ringing at times that are meaningless to anyone except apparently the bell
ringer. Voices filtering through tJhe loudspeakers which have started people speaki1n;g of hiring an exorcist to rid the amplifier of whatever is possessing it. Sudden
screeching sounds which have sent stu- ...
dents climbing the walls. Won't somebody ..----..-..---.-...-~------------------please see that it gets fixed.

Equitas

Professional Responsibility?
I•

It is no secret that both the professor
and tJhe third _year day students have not
been completely satisfied with the course
in Professional Responsibility which was
required this semester.
Now to top it off we have a .new question - "When is the exam?" We have been
told that it will be held soon. However, the
calendar shows that school 'ends next week.
It should be unfair to all involved not to

1

give sufficient notice so that- adequate
preparation is given this exam. This especially in light of the rocky road the course
has travelled this s.emester.
We suggest that a date for the exam be set during the second or third
week of the spring semester.rand that the
students be given notice as soon as practicable as to the date.
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Feature:

tion proposed an "Open Panel"
type plan available to persons of
moderate net worth (not more
than $25,000) as well as rrioderate income (between $6000 and

Is •
Prepai d. L ega. - erv1~es; !t:~~
• p ro posed .
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Letters te the Editor

0~nn:~ta:::n~\0b~
a 0::~~ ~--------~----------------------------------.-to the plan. ($100 per year for Dear Editor:
esteem, at once injurious and ,ill,.
an individual, plus $25 for
Again the students of New founded, toward NYLS by :at
spouse) Participant attorneys, York Law School take second least a portion of the student
- who must be admitted in N. Y. place to the needs and desires of body.
fare, social security, veterans and maintain a N. Y. office would · the administration. I am refer"No. one respects you if YJlll
by Sal Bate and Jim Pagano
. benefits, and taxation. Non gov- pay $25 annually to the N. Y. ring to the appointment of Prof. don't respect yourself" is ~,.
Prepaid legal services is a new ernmental institutions such as la- County Legal Services Corpora- Davis as assistant dean.
tainly a hoary old maxim, But
type of "insurance plan," where- bor unions and the like are also tion, the administrators of the
I have nothing against Prof. there is a germ of truth in ~iJ;,
by the public, chiefly those of an important part of today's S?- plan. Fees are reasonable and in Davis, and I am sure his academ- particularly relevant to those
modest means, will have in- city. Given these conditions it can general the plan covers a wide ic career is exemplary. However, students seeking legal employ..
creased availability of legal serv-. be assumed that more and more variety of services, including real what, if anything, does he know ment, real or imagined, at th.e
ices at low cost to the individual. legal problems will 'be generated. estate transactions, family mat- about the problems of American firm that never interviewed :;at
The concept of "legal insurt ers, bankrup t cy, criminal and students attending an urban, com- school, or the agency that neve.i
FEASIBILITY
ance" originated in the 1950's but
civil litigation,. and general con- muter law school? Prof. Davis called back, . and blaming the
never materialized iintil recently.!
Thinking on the question of sultation.
is a barrister in Britain, and- at- whole bloody mess on NYLS may
What has sparked the resurgence feasibility of legal insurance has
tended NYU for graduate work. be a convenient catharsis for pensKEY .. ISSUES
of this innovative concept? One been dominated by the parallel
While at NYU he met Dean Sha- up hostility, but it will rarely 1b.e
reason has been the federal gov- of health insurance. However, the
Due to limited space and un- piro, who was then teaching a constructive solution for any,.
ernment's vast expansion of le- analogy is not a good one. It is limited scope of this monumental. there. Shapiro was instrumental thing. Public display of an ungal services for the poor. Since not possible to design an insur- expansion of legal services to an in obtaining Prof. Davis, his old dercurrent of bitterness is usualGideon V. Wainwright? and re- ance system for law that has any =untapped market, this article will student, as a professor here.
ly a turn-off, if it doesn't result
lated cases, the Supreme Court real promise of providing a level only mention in brief current sigThis school obviously needs an in outright contempt or disdain.
has compelled the requirement of of service or protection compar- nificant issues that have arisen. assistant dean, but should the
I firmly believe that my legal
counsel for indigents in more able to that afforded by health
1. Is it ethical for bar spon- criteria for his selection tie based
education at NYLS has been seckinds of criminal proceedings and insurance.4
sored plans to advertise and on a "Jacksonian type" spoils ond to none, ·and I bridle at the
stages of the criminal process.
There are many distinctions besolicit groups for coverage? system, or should it rather be suggestion of anyone to the conThrough the OEO Legal Services tween law and medicine but in
2. Are prepaid legal plans con- what is best for the students?
trary.
Program, provision. of such legal terms of insuring the cost of proName Withheld On Request·
I freely admit that I've probsidered insurance and thereservices in civil cases have stim- fessional services two .are critiby subject to insurance regably been as guilty as anyone of
ulated interest in assessing the cal.
. ulation?
,
the things I've criticized here, but
Dear Editor:
legal needs of the public in genFirst, serious medical expenses
3. Does setting maximum fees
In your recent "Equitas Extra" I .hope I've gotten more mature
eral.
are practically certain in one's
for coverage provided in bar there appeared a section entitled in a couple of years, and won't
lifetime while serious legal exrelated
plans constitute "SBA Meeting" by one Glenn von commit similar indiscretions in
NEED
penses are not. This point may
"price fixing" by influenc- Nostizt. In the fifth naragraph of the future. I believe that enThus the experience of the poor . be reinforced by the customary
ing the market of legal tliis section Mr. von Nostizt stat- lightened self-interest, and a
has led to the belief that there practice of family insurance rathservices, and thus constitute ed:
proper dose of school pride, deis a vast unfulfilled need for le- er than as individuals.
The SBA also resolved that~·- mand that we each comport ouran anti-trust problem?
gal services for the middle class.
4. How will the Internal Revthe Editor-in-Chief of the LAW
selves with that' earnestness, digSecond, health insurance is
A report, released by the Depart- based on protection against instienue Code interpret employFORUM would appear at the
nity, and amiability that should
ment of Commerce in 1968, indi- tutional charges (i.e. hospital
er contributions to a plan?
next SBA meeting to answer
mark us to all as worthy memcated that approximately 63% of costs) while nearly all legal servstudent question concerning the
bers of ,the bar.
DEMAND FOR ACTION
our nation's population earn ice charges are for the professelection . of members of the
Jack A. Kaplowitz
more than $6000 but less than sional service of the lawyer.
Despite the legal difficulties,
Forum, a process which has
3d
Year Day
· $15,000 per year. The present,
the demand for action to make
been clothed in mystery for
Furthermore
.
-the,
growth
of
yet unfortunate -reality is that.the
legal services more generally
many years.
bulk of these individuals have no health Insurance has been attri- available is imperative. The imThe resolution, as I received it Dear Editor:
buted
to
two
major
factors:
place to turn for legal assistance
pact of this necessity was spelled from the secretary of the SBA,
I don't think I'm being over
1) Threat of government spon- at a reasonable cost.
out by Julius Topol, General was that the "Editor-in-Chief of · sensitive, since I don't see myself
sored
Compulsory
Health
InAlter five years of research,
Counsel to District Counsel 37 of the LAW FORUM be cordially as a religious fanatic but - how
surance and
the ABA Special Committee OJ).
the American Federation of invited to attend the next regu- funny or cute wo~ld ·Joel WeinPrepaid Legal Services was au_: 2) The public, particularly labor State, County and l\funicipal Em- larly scheduled- meeting of the stein's column with Pontious Piunions, are concerned a great ployees. In his testimony before
thorized and appointed in 1970.
SBA ... " (emphasis added)
lat-B's letter lo Jesus Christ been
deal more about medical serv- the Temporary State Commission
Its purpose was to promote and
I fear that the report in your if different names had been inice than legal services.
implement experimental prepaid
on Living Costs and the Econo- publication is erroneous, and car- serted?
legal services plans. Also, it was
Turning to a much more mod- my he said:
ries what seems, at least to me,
Would Mr. Weinstein be as
to amass specific actuarial data est objective, a legal insurance
"The · pent-up frustrations of to be a most unfortunate conno- quick to write a letter of rejeeas to the feasibility of such plans plan could and has been designed those without legal services are tation.
tion from Adolf Hitler to Anne
and to determine why people use, which would budget relatively great and, more important, risNeal Silverman
Frank ? Or to a child of Maal®
~or fail to make timely use of le- modest frequently encountered le- . ing. The "rights explosion" of
Editor-in-Chief
from Yosefit Arafat? Or, t_o
gal services and the consequences gal costs. The result - would en- the 1960's has taught ordinary
New York Law Forum make it universal, from Jame]!
thereof.
courage people to consult law- Americans, as well as oppressed
Earl Ray to Martin Luther Kingfi
In early 1974 the ABA's policy yers early and minimize or avoid minorities, that they are legally
Dear
Editor:
I do not think that Mr. Wein«
making House of . Delegates ap- problems. In this sense legal in- impoverished, that they have leA short time ago I attended a stein needed NATIONAL LAMproved establishment of a corpo- surance is feasible.
gal rights that others simply do function at another law school, POON-type humor to achieve hi.$
ration to aid and encourage denot honor. The welfare motlier in the company of other NYLS point (which wasn't a bad one).
TYPES. OF PLANS
velopment of prepaid legal servexploited by an absentee land- students. Much to my chagrin, I
__._
•
out the comedy. A re1 igiice plans, to be known as_ the
Basically there are two kinds. lord senses this, but so does the heard NYLS students making de- Leave
ous slur or any other slur aeAmerican Prepaid Legal Services The first and earliest in develop- working class family trying to
rogatory _co~ments ab?ut NYLS.-.. complish~s nothing except to' proInstitute. This corporation will ment is known as "a closed pan- have the..)lefects of a new autoAnother incident, not infrequent- voke angry letters like this one,
be directed by a 13 member board el plan." 'I'his began with labor mobile corrected. Ordinary Amer- ly repeated in my experience at
with 7 members elected by the unions. Here an established list icans know· that they must have NYLS, took place here in a classI do not pretend to understand
ABA Board of Governors and 3 of lawyers designated by the help if they are to· negotiate a
·
fessor
questioning
·
Judaism
- · therefore
A
room.
pro
,
D
t I do not
t h~y
. each to be elected by "open" and group involved are utilized.
complex legal system with digni- whether the class· was familiar to be1.1tt 1 e lt. ~ ?o try o u_n."closed" panel plan members of
t" l r l
l concept derstand Catholicism or ChnsFor example, in New York, . ty and with justice."
1"th
wf
a p~r lCU a
ega
t d a tianity, Mr. Weinstein. And defithe Corporation. (open and closed District Council 37 of the state,
rom a prior course, genera e
.
.
CONCLUSION
plans will be discussed later in county and municipal Employees
- cacophony of laughter, roughly nitely, do not behttle 1t.
this article.)
Union (an AFL-CIO affiliate repWe urge the legal profession translatable as "Yes, but don't
If you are still laughing, you
In translating the need for le- resenting 135,000 City employees) to move immediately to encourage think we were taught, or learned, will have to do it a little loude1.'.,
I can't seem to hear you.
gal services into a demand for has made available to its mem- the development of the full spec- anything in that couse."
Though facially disjointed,
John K. McElligott
them, three factors have emerg- bers this type of plan. The legal trum of prepaid - legal services
services will be provided by full without delay. For if the lawyers these events reveal, I believe, dis3d Year Day
ed:
1) Many. people don't recognize time lawyers employed by the fail to respond to the need of the
consumer-client he will proceed to ·
a legal problem· when they union.
YES
NO
EQUITAS QUESTIONNAIRE
The second, is referred to as his -goals without the lawyer. If
have one;
Please return to EQUITAS office.
an "open panel" plan which al- the legal profession fails to come
2) Those who do are reluctant lows free choice of a lawyer withto the aid of the "American of
1. Do you favor encouragement of prepaid leto consult an attorney either in the cemmunity. In 1971, the
moderate means," others. will fill
gal service plans?
because they do not know one; ABA initiated the Shreveport
the void - and not necessarily in
2. Do yo~ feel this will lead to more frequent
or
Plan in Louisiana, which was the the interests of the client, the
use of lawyers?
32 Fear that costs will be exces- first experimental bar sponsored public or the lawyer.
3. Do you feel that attitudes toward lawyers
sive3
plan in the country. Those covand administration of justice will change
FOOTNOTES
ered by the plan paid dues or
for the better as a result of implementation
EXPANSION OF AREAS
1. Brown, Legal-Cost
Insurance 1952
premiums, selected their own
Ins 2J 475
·
of prepaid plans?
However, with more people lawyers, and were reimbursed for
2. 372US 335 (1963)
4. Do you feel that "Legal Care" as a form of
owning and transferring property lawyers' fees paid.f
3. Cal. Bar Committee on Group Lesocialized law is bad?
gal Services 39 Cal St. Bar Journal
than ever before, for example, the
639
5. Do you feel that it is ethical for bar sponNEW YORK
likelihood. of legal problems is
4. 35 Chicago Law Review 417
sored plans to advertise and solicit groups
5. Univ. of Chicago Law School
greater. This is true in areas of
At the time of this writing, the
---!
for
coverage ?
Journal of Legal Studies
_consumerism, government wel- N. Y'; County Lawyers AssociaVol II Jan. 1973
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Willowbrook. • •
(Continued from Page 1)
NYLS. Stephanie became very involved in this case while working
at the Civil Appeals Bureau' of
the Legal Aid Society. She was
there when preparation for the
current phase of litigation was
just beginning.
Stephanie was
'given a wide range of responsibilities in helping to prepare the
case for court ... finding and interviewing witnesses (primarily
Willowbrook employees and exemployees who could be found
and who were willing to talk),
preparing papers, developing, witness testimony, and reviewing .accident and incident records at
Willowbrook for her own testimony on the subject,

Before litigation there were over 5000 residents at Willowbrook.
A preliminary injunction has been
issued but there are still over
300 residents remaining at Willowbrook now. The other 2000
residents were moved in an attempt to alleviate the overcrowded conditions. In the preliminary
injunction motion the judge or-

dered as emergency relief - a 1 :9
ratio of direct care staff to residents, increased physical therapy, 1 hour of recreation for each
resident daily, and an end to .a
solitary' confinement-like type of
seclusion.

In complying with the preliminary injunction, Willowbrook has
improved its staff-resident ratio
but problems still exist because
even though the staff is there
they are not with the residents.
It is common to see 36-40 residents in a day room and 3-4 staff
members together in a corner
talking rather than interacting
with the residents. It appears
that these staff members must be
directed - they too need supervision!
"With the conditions at Willowbrook being so terrible - severe
lack of clothing, horrible sanitation conditions, poor food - one
would imagine that the 2000 residents who were moved from
Willowbrook as part of "Project
Exodus" were ·on their ·way to
somewhat better living conditions

... but even this was not always
not an ideal one for teaching
the case. Sorrie children . were
these individuals self-sufficiency.
very fortunate and were placed
Sheridan is surrounded by fancy
in- good foster homes. Others
boutiques and coffee shops rather than supermarkets and hardwere moved to Creedmore State
Mental
Hospital,
where four
ware .stores! Recently, however,
· floors of the Medical-Surgical
" a gas leak developed which could
building had .been converted and
not be located and the Sheridan
where conditions were an imresidents were then transferred
provement over those at Willowto Keener ,bringing Keener's tobrook. Other residents, however,
tal well over 200. This increased
were not quite as fortunate. Some
number made Keener's facilities
· individuals were moved to Cochegrossly inadequate. It appears as
'ton, a private facility. The 'ownthough the cycle is endless .
ers of Cocheton
recently had
criminal charges brought against
The case is being heard by
them and now the institution is
Judge Orrin Judd in the Federal
non-existent
and the . residents
Court in the Eastern District. He
pave been once again relocated.
is hearing testimony on the rights
Over 60 individuals were sent to
of freedom from harm and pre-.
Keener, a building at a state
servation of possibility of selfmental institution on Wards Isimprovement. Basically, preservland, an in Stephanie's words, the
irrg the possibility of self-imKeener Unit is "a DISASTER
provement
means
that
unless
and should be closed do\'111 imme- ·these individuals have adequate,
diately." Another 120 residents
programming
(speech therapy,
were relocated at Sheridan, whose
physical
therapy,
occupational
quality falls somewhere between
therapy, education, and recreathat 'of Creedmore and Keener.
tion), physical, social, and emoSheridan is a good idea with
tional harm will result. All chilgood people but it is located in
dren between the ages of 5 and
a converted warehouse in the
21 years of age have a right to
·West Village with no recreation
.an education and these children
facilities and the "community" is
have a right to an education equal

LAW STUDENT AIDS
N·ational : Centre f;or 48·. Years

t .

UNIVERSAL LAW BOOK CO.; INC.,
\

Woolworth Building,
ay, New York, N.Y~ 10007
(212) 227-0163

e stock all puhlica.tions
requirei for law study ind
casebeeks
h·ornb ks
textbeeks
law revie s
law su·mm.aries
case o·utlines
case digests ,
law cassettes
restatements
di,cti·onaries
(
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to, that which they would receive
in a public school.
It was not an accident that
Stephanie was at the Legal Aid
Society at the time preparation
began fo1: litigation. She spent 2:?
years after her college gradua- '
tion as a medical social worker
and then St~phanie spent time at '
the Florence Heller School for
Social ·Welfare
at Brandeis as·
part of-a team that was evaluat .. ;
ing the statute dealing with p~·
riodic review of retarded chil- ·
dren in Massachusetts. Last sum·
mer, knowing that the Willow-'
brook case was coming to trial,
Stephanie began working at Legal Aid on an Urban Core grant.
She has been paid by Legal Aid'
since the grant ended.
Stephanie's role in the Willowbrook case has been an active
one. As previously
mentioned,
she gave testimony on accident
and incident
rates at Willowbrook. In relation to this testimony, she feels that the number
of physicians at Willowbrook, .especially during peak accident periods ( 5 a.m.-8 a.m. and 4 p.m.«
6 p.m.) is inadequate at best. It
appears that there is adequate
doctor's coverage from 8 a.m.-4
p.m. but during the peak accident periods mentioned there is
only 1 doctor on duty and one
person can not possibly handle
the number of accident cases occurring. It appears that there is
a definite need for doctor coverage with .hours geared to .the
waking hours of the J?~sidents.
In summing it all up, Stephanie indicated that ultimately the.
development. of community facilities is. vital in conjunction with
an active phase-out · of Willowbrook. For now, however, Willowbrook will have to .st.rive for
more and better mid-level supervision of the direct care staff',
better physical care, smaller living units, and individualized ex- tensive programming
for those
individuals remaining at Willow"
.hrook . . . where the wind does
· not blow and the sun does not
shine ....
The Willowbrook trial has be·
gun. The plaintiffs have presented their evidence on the merits
and the trial is set to resume on
December 9, 1974, for the defense. At the present time, both
sides are in active negotiation
for settlement which will hope·
fully be reached.

AhJmni Dinne·r
(Continued from Page 2)

fession, must do to rebuild public confidence. Shortly thereafter,
the Alumin Dinner was concluded.
A great deal of credit should
go to the Alumni Association
President, Prof. Bernard Eiber,
for helping to plan and organize
the dinner. His enthusiasm and
dedication in making the dinner
one of the best ever was certainly felt and appreciated by everyone.
There is more to the Alumni
Dinner than simply the meal and
-the speeches, however, you get
a chance to meet people who are
engaged in almost any facet of
the legal profession. I was particularly delighted to talk to Mr.
Bill Nolan and· Mr. Jed Orenstein al.out their days at N.Y.L.S.
and the scope of their law practice now. It was also a pleasure
to talk to Professor. Frederick
Read, Jr. This interchange of
ideas, the social aspect, is what,
attracls so many to the Alumni
Association Dinner. If you did not
go this year be sure to attend the

.next 'one:

:Wednesday, December-
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SCHEDULE OF CLASSES
Dal' Division -

Spring_ 1975 Semest~.r.
Trus~s

First
Year
J
Section A
C,9URSE i·ITLE

PROFESSOR

'rorts

-Koffler

II

DA-Y

&

10-10:50
3: 30-4: 20

57/703

Hochberg

Wednesday
Friday

2:30-3:50
10-11:20

57/703

Simak & Staff

Tuesday

11.: 30-12:

l'z:operty

Section

II

~gen-cy -& Partl)ershi_p
Newman

t<ivil Procedure II
Property

II

Hochberg

Brief Writing

&

Simak

Oral

~

&,Staff

EVi<i€:nce~ rI

10-11:20.

3

57/401

J·

57/4()1

r-z. 20•
.10-11:

Tuesday-

10-10:50

Thursday

l-1:5.0

Wednesday
Friday

12: 30-1.:·50
1-2: 20

Tuesday

11:30-12:20

Ch1ritable

Greenfield

Thursday

2-3:

Seit.'el

Thursd~y

2-3:SOi

Cbccio~

Thu·r..sday

2-s:

Int~rn.:>.:.iofi.al Taxation

Gewanter

Thursday

2-3:50

57/702

Liter-J:cy P!""cperty

Melniker

Thursduy

2-3:50*

57/301

Robinson

Thursday

2-3:50

57/302

~eriatric

of

Jucticial
-. (State

S.

Clinic
Courts)

57/401

Contr4lcts TI

"Dug.an

Nonday

7: 30-8: SO
7.: 30.-8: SO.

57/40~

Thursday

3·

57/401

Torts IT

;(of.fl er·

TuesClay
Thu.rsda~ ._

6-7:
6-7:

20
20

57/40L

57/703
57/502
57/401
57/302

Civil

M,

Tuesday
~-:ednesday

8-8.:50
50

57/40L

6-6:

2

57/604

'

Procedure

Solomon

Corporations

Goldberg

'J'uesdav
Thursday

809: 2 0
8-9:20

57/604

EviGcnce II
(2nt'! Y0ar)

:tee

Nonday
\·Jednesday

8-8.: 50
8-8:50

57/604

EviC;:-once II
( 3rcl Year)

:Lee

9-9: S 0
9-9: 50

57/5C2

Third Year

Year-

Morrdav

\·Jednesdav

B

DAY

3

10-11:20
10: 30-ll:

MAJOR ENROLLHEN'i'

57/502

S'O:

2-2:50'
l-1:50

Prof0ssional
sibiiit:Y

57/502

Conflict

Respon-

of Laws

s

Tuesday

9:30-10:20

M, Silverman

Tuesday.

8-9:
8-9:

Thursday

TTI-1E

4

47/303

Nednesday

New York Pr·actice II

ROO'.\i ~.().

10-11:50

W.i lls

ArensOn

I..:. ·.-:•.:er os a Com:-nuni- ~
c.:i.ting
,\.gent

Dens·en-Gerbe-r

L:J'·"

cnc1 Decedents
Estz;.t0s

Thursday-

Monday

6-·7:50

Tr°u'Ste·es~

Judge t\sch

Mo_n<lay_

6-7:

:,1-.· Solomon

Honday

Tuesday-

6-6:50
6-7: 50

57/301

Morid.ay
Tuesday

7-7:so·
6-7:50.

Honduy

6:.6:50

5 7 /503

2

57/70'2

Leq i s La t Lve Clinic·

se-ttel

Monday

ELECTIVES

&

Soc i?-J... Change

r;·c.~:J~r,11 .. co-ur-t?.

L.

·Monday

10-ll:SO

2<

57/604'

NonaaY
Friday

1.1:-11:50
11:30-12::t0·

2-

57/302
. 57/S'OT

Lippman

i•icnd.:ly_
~·?ednesday

12-12: 50~l.: 30-12: 7.();

2

lnternational Law

~leans

~lonc1qy
.Wednesday

12-12: 50
~l.1:30:-l.2"!200

57/30i

lst... Amendment Freedoms

S-.

Nonday
Wednesday

12-12: 50
11:30-l,,2:20

47/303.

;enology

Davis,

Monday
Wednesday.

12-12 :--50
11: 30-12: 20

5T/S'02

Silverman

Monday
Wednesday

1-2.: 20
12:30~1:50'

New York Practice I:C
L. Sha.pir.o
t rn 3rd year, Section A. only)

Monday
Wedne·sday

l-2: 2tr
~2 :,30-l:

.Acco.1.mt~ng for LawyerS

!>londay

2: 3D-4:

Monday
Friday
Monday

. 10-n:51r

&"Fedeia:1-

sUi•te·

·

·,

10-11 :.50 ·

J

Ur~~Pr.u·,;eT:ce.

B.

Pino

~rimi.nal Pz ocedur.e
L.a:bor . Law
'Family

·L'agal

·~ Thursday

Thomas

Law

M~nday
Thursday

Gute.rJDan

Ilistor:y

Estate and Gift TaXatlon
Advanced

Federal Taxation

Griminal

Advocacy

>fonday

f.-7: 5 0

l·!Pnday_

·6-6 :'5o
6-6: 50

Wed.nesday

:-:a!::cJ.
.·Di Ser i'rnin,;i.tion

!::... totC.

4'7/20'3

3.

57/302

2

57/302

2:30-3:50.
2-3:20

3

S-7/502

2:30-3:59
3-4: 2 0

3

53./604

Z: 30-;J:s;Q'

47/302

S.! Solomon

Monday

2: 3Ct-4 :20

'57/301

3-3:·so

Tuesday

3-3: 50

Kalter

Tuesday

11: 30;:1: 20

2·

57/702

2-

5.7/501.

57/703
57/302

Rothblatt

Tuesday

8-9:50.

Tuesday
Thursday

10-11:20
10-11: 20

47/203

Legal Writing

Biskind

"Tuesday

11:30-1:2'0

S7/501

Tuesday

11: 30-12:
11: 30-12:

Eiber

R~gul'}tion II

I

Goldberg

Tuesday

Friday
sex-Based Discrimination

I'--:-J.:-rul Courts
F~deral

&

Solomon

S.

M.

\

Solomon

System

Secured Transactions
(In
2nd year, Section A

(a.m.)

{In

Silverman

Tuesday
Wednesday

20
20

Credi

Interests

tors

&

Debtors Rig~ts

Conflict of Laws
(In 3rd year, Section
rquity
Yederal Income 7'a>e
Fcverty-. Law

iyean·e-?day_:

6-6:506-6~50,

Monday_
We<;lnesd4ly

7-7:50
7-7:_5_0_

2.

4_7/302

·
57/70'/,

Mec:!ica.l ~egal Trial
i·:orkshop

Deaiy Shapiro

MonQay
Wedii-eSday

7-7·: 50
7-7,50.

2

57/501

Legal

B'isk·ind

Monday

7-7:
7-7:

2

57/·302

Wednesday:

Mo:iday·
t·!ednesda·y

7-7;50
7-7:50

47/302

8-9: 50
6-6 >5.0.

57/301

'I'uessiay"

6-7: 50

TF~1St.8e~,•

TUesday

6-7:5'0

2

57/501

Hri.ting

h1orkshO'P-

50
50·

:.\ilftary Justice

Pirie

~~~onday.
Wednesdav
Pu!:llic ~-mp.loyment

Judge Di Fede

Triai

~elat'ians
- ~-,.,;:.. '
P·r-~ctic~-.W~rKshop

Sui.Z..c
~· J-Ulien

Int-ernational Law

Ne<fi-is

Tuesday

6-7: 5'0

z

57/502

AC!;inistr.:ition of CrirllinaJ.
Justice Clinic.

J?ina.r

'1;1uesday

6-7050

-4

47/203

Judge .
MantzorO'S·.

tTuesda~

6-7:

Gut~rman ·.
l'.::!'."",iralty. Law
&

6-7: 5'0
Tuesda~

Unfciir

50

6-7:

50

57/'301

z
:z

5'7/503
47/202

Cohen.

_Tuesday_

6-7:50'

47/302

11:30-12:20
11:30-12:20

2

47/302

11:30-12:;~0
3-3: 50

57/301

T'aft

, Tuesday

6-7 :'50

47/303

57/604

Thursday
Tuesday
Thursday

1: 30-2: 50
10:30-1-1:50

3

47/203
57/604

3

57/604

Lee

Tuesday
Friday

3-3: 5 0

2

57/703

Tuesday
Thursday

3-4: 20
12-1:20

3

57/)01

Wednesday
Friday

10-11: 20
10-11: 20

A only)
Setaro

Eiber
M. SchWartz._

Risl:ts

Wednesday

6-7:'50.

57/502

Wednesday

6-6:50
6- 7: 5 0

57/501
57/302

6-6: 5 0
6-6:50

47/303

Thursday
Setaro

Wednesday

Thursday
Setaro·

1:30-2:50
12: 30-1:50

Means

Lobenthal
Debtors.

'PruSts

3

Tuesday
Friday

Harbus

Cr1::ii1:ology
C:--0J{tors

12-1: 20
12-1:20

T'Jesday

Advanced Estat~ Planning.

47/203

L." Shapiro

3rd year, Section· Ii only)

Euture

Mond.:iy

social Chunge and the
A<lr:1inistrat.iOn of
Crir:.i~al Justice

Trademarks.-

on Ly )

-New York Practice rt.

Eibei'

47/202

Coffipetitiorr

Friday

"securities

Pl:rnnifig

6-6:50
6-6: 50'

2-3:20

Hea.ns

Estate Planning

57/503

r.aQor

·con-flict of Laws...
(In 3rd year, Section B
_only)
Workshop

57 /301
57/302

50
20

Monday

Eiber

57/301
57/~0·4

3.

'T'llA~ilrly

WedneSday

Secured TraOsactions
'(In
2nd. year, Section
only)

_47/303

'i}/70'72
~e::~-

Solomon

50

47/202

Consumer Law

Commer c i.e L Arbitration

57/302'

8"-9:50

i'londay

Suite:

£yst.ems

Schwartz

57/703'

47/203

Trustees'

10-11:50

.;.,;.Monday

Hochberg

20
20

8-9:50

Monday

Evidence

·

57/401

. 47/302

Newman,

Constitutional Litigation

ELECTIVES

Neans

DAY nrvrsrou

Consumer Protection Clinic

'l'ri.al

~·

DAY & "TIME

2

l0:30--H:20·

Monday

!'nternation;il
Comroer-c La L
-". Tranl':i'!Cti0-n·s- ·"

EVENING

E!'•:ROLL:·lENT_ELECTIVES

First Year

57/401

10-11:50'

Solomon

AND NAJOR

6-7: 20
7-8:20

r-1:50

Thomas-Bearn

COURSES

Monda.y
Hednesday

T\.lesday.

-M0nday

Judicial
Clinic.
{Federal
Courts)

&.

PROFESSOR

Ci.inic

Law~ Clinic

Shapiro
Conunittee

Dean

.L....'5hapiro

Monday

·Tuesday

Pino

Research

S:.-:i:cs

Proµcrty· II

57/604
47/203

PROFESSOR

ac sr rce

s1/5ot.

COU!lS-Z:: TITLE"

3,.

- ELECTIVES

-.Adminl.stration
Crirrlinal

Cri::tinul

57/503

so·

57/401

12: 30-1:"501
12:30-1:50

Friday

COURSS TITLE

5.ll!

Consequences)

.. REQUIRED.

Pz i day

Tuesday

Lee

Cor.porutioris
Othe:r

Second Y0ar

Thursday.

': sv idence II

2;:id

Year

Section
Goldberg

47/202'

2-3: 2'0'!

::'."'Ci·:L~:::..;l_

20

11:30-12:20
2:30-3:20

-Second

2

Thursday

2-3: 2-0

Wednesday

L'ee

47/3iY3.

J{offler.

~!cw J2..:-sey

Section A
Li.ppman

47/303

l

•

57 /703
57/502
57/401
57/302

Argument

<;_orporations

4

o,

i'racti:::e

20'

Wednesday
Friday

Second

12-160"

2

*Time Still Subject To Change

Monday
Thursday

Dugan

Thursd.:ly

B

Monday
Wedne:Sday

Koff le~

Glen

~:unicipul Law Cl-inic

Thursday

M. Solomon

Contracts

2

57/103.

Monday

Qi.vi}. Procedure

Oral

57/703

10:30-1.1:2'0.•
11:30-12_:2·0

Harbus

arief Writing
Argument

3

Werlnesday
Friday

~ency & Partnership

II

10-11:2()
2-3: 20

Tuesday
Thursday

Davis

II

3-3:50?
11 : 3 o.~i.r:

i\Jv.:;nccd Legul Research
('rux

C'ontracts

~

NedncSday
Friday

57/703

1-2:2.0
10-11.!2()

Monday
Thur=sda-y ...

~r"o"\l.crty Li:!w. Clinic

ROOM NO.

TIME

2

Setaro·

Wednesday

Thurs9ay
Goidberg~

_2

·4 7/303

2

S"7/G04

Thursday

6-7:50

Thursday

6-7: 50...

Thursday

6-7:50,

57/501

Dr. TJmrnton

Thursday.

6-7: 50

57/301

~dge- Re

Thursday

6-7:-50 ..

5·7 /503·

T_hursday-

6-7: 5'0'

4 7/202'

Thursday

6-7:50

47/302

Thursday

6-7: so

Governncnt Rcgul'ation.
cf 1:1surance
Environ;:;ent.:il L4w

7-7:50
7-7:?0

Seitel

47/:rn3

2:30-3:20
PJblic

Utiliti~s

Law

J!..pµelate ·J\dvbcacy

3

Wednesday
Thursday

2-2:SO
1-1:50

2

Wednesd~y.....

Friday

2-3:20
2-3: 20

3

Wec!nesday

2-3:50

57/401

5 7/302

57/604

:·lunicipa.1·
Afr

. ·

C~rporations·

JUdge

Berman

Low

Marriage ,:md ~amily
roun;::;elinq

Robin;'::Oll

Individu.J.l Research

Di!!<m Shapiro
& Comrnitt"ee

St:J.Jdies

2

!l'rusteerr.1
Suite
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FINEST . GREEK
FOOD. IN TOWN
Finest tWnes & Be,er

*

OPEN 10 A.M. • 10 P.M.
6 Days A Week Monday to Saturday

*

Same Prices for Lunch & Dinner

·OUR SRECIALTIES

* Souvlaki
* Shish Kebab
* Spinach Chees_e Pies
* ·Hommos & Felafel
* Cheese Pie
* AU Greek Pastries
* Shrimp Kebob
* Pastic~o
* Moussaka'

Tel: 221~6322
109 WEST BROADWAY:
Corner Reade Street

Wednesday,

December 11, 1974

SBA Meeting ....
(Continued from Page 1)
tration will be held earlier than
usual, and students will be required· to pay their tuition and
bring eight pictures of themselves
when they register.
_
In other business, the SBA representatives voted almost unanimously to seek an increase in the
number of students on the Ad· missions Committee by one. It is
expected that the new appointee
would be a woman. Also, proposals for establishing a faculty
advisor system at NYLS have
been referred to the Student-Faculty-Alumni Committee and the
Student Faculty-Student Affairs
Committee;

A number of students questioned President Weinstein concerning the student composition of
the hew student faculity commit-·
tees. It seems that most of the,
student members are third year
day students, and only one is a:
woman. Weinstein explained that
the Dean chose-from the students/
names suggested by the SBA
President. Weinstein admitted
that he had not attempted to obtain a broad spectrum of student
representation on the committees
because of the limited amount of
time available to draw up his list·
of suggested students.
-

Glenn von Nostitz

tion arrived? Do students on this necessarily oligarchical because
committee have significant input? of the disorganization surroundMost students interviewed feel ing the ·expansion of the school,
that it is, by far,-the most im-« and the unusual need for on· the
portant ·committee on which stu- spot consideration. The adminidents serve. Says Dick Muller: stration has been moving so fast
"This committee· always has in areas that· it has been impso_shown a great deal of clout, and sible to consult with students on
still does." The SFA committee - every decisions.
Nevertheless, SBA Vice-Presils still seen as the ideal place to
get a direct answer from the ad- dent Muller is quick to caution
ministration, because it is the on- that "as soon as the school setly place where committee mem- tles down again, they'll have to
bers can· bring up any question, go through channels more." In
and the Dean is always present. order to· facilitate this, Mulier
Muller says that the committee suggests that the SF A committee
eventually reaches a consensus on meet more often which would alevery- question, and that . what low student input to . be heard
they decide usually becomes pol- when on the spot decisions must
icy and Weinstein agrees with be made.
this assessment of the SF A ComSOME "NON-MODEST
mittee's role.
PROPOSALS
If one subscribes to the more
Having the SFA committee
pessimistic view of the situation, meet more ·often seems a rather
it would appear that NYLS gov- mild prescription when compared
ernance has not changed much. with what some students are proThe SF A committee is still the posing. For example, most stubest-iplaoe-tG--get-a- hearing, and ~ dents .irttervicwtrd agre-e that stuthe other committees have little
dents should. be allowed to attend
power. A sign on a· secretary's
the faculty meeting as observers;
desk on· the first floor still reads: and eventually to fully partici"There is no reason for -it. It's pate .at the meetings. -This would
just om· policy." It has been there
SBA Vice-President Dick .Mul- a long time, and has not been re- transform that body into a large
ler does not even go this far in moved, in spite of all the changes student-faculty committee; rather than just a faculty committee.
praising the new committees. Al- taking place at NYLS.
SBA Vice-President Muller has
though he finds they should be
But the pessimistic view of the even gone so far as to propose
"very useful" as forums for dis- present
governance structure
cussion, he points put that all of leaves out one important consi- that students sit on the tenure
the decisions made in the 'com- deration, and that ts, the complete committee. "Student evaluations
mittees must be approved by the change in the administration's of professors are just fine, but
they're only statistics," Muller
f'acultyand.fhe dean's office, not
style. While -it could be true that says. "The school - the faculty
to mention the Trustees. "I ques- the new committees have not
tion the feasibility of the whole changed the power structure, it ' - is here to serve the students,
committee system. Too many of cannot be denied that the new ad- so . why shouldn't student sit on
them overlap. There is too much ministration is much more re- the tenure committees?"
Of course, it will be a long
delegation of authority, so that sponsive to the student viewpoint.
time
before the faculty committhe committees have no power in Both Muller and Weinstein wholethemselves," Muller explains.. The heartedly agree that Dean Shapi- tee -becomes a student-faculty
committee, or before students sit
SBA Vice-President does qualify
ro takes student position into care- on the tenure committee. Perhaps
these criticisms by pointing out
ful consideration on most. issues. these changes 'will never occur•
that ·at least one committee, adWhile this may be true, there Still, there are many NYLS stumissions; does have real power, ·
has
nonetheless been some con- dents, especially in the first year
and that the other groups do procern
about a few seemingly sin- class, who are willing to work tovide a forum for student opinion
glehanded
decisions which have ward these goals. In two years
to be stated..
emanated from -the dean's office there has been dramatic progress
What about the original Stu- lately. Most of them concern uti- · . toward democratizing the NYLS
denf-Faculty-Alumn.i Committee, lization of space in the new build- governance structure. Only time
which was in existence. several ing. However, these few decisions will tell what two. more years will
years before the new administraare generally excused as being bring.

- 'The New Administration Prides Itself- on,
. .
tu Dynamism and Responsiveness'
pessimistic view; most interview(Continued from Page 1)
as the best forum for getting ed, however, are of the opinion
across the student view on any that the changes have-been substantial.
issue.
;r
In just two short years, ;tuEveryone talked to agrees that
dents have made remarkable the governance situation two
progress in improving their posi- years ago needed immediate imtion at NYLS. The school gov- provement. Some people, unforerance set-up has progressed from tunately, are also agreed that
an oligarchy to ..a decentralized · they are not completely satisfied
power structure (some people with school governance as it now
even say too decentralized) where exists.
students have a direct voice in
- One topic of contention are the
running the school. The change new student-factulty committees.
has been dramatic, as almost ev- Student activist ·Ron Goldfarb
eryone involved agrees.
(LSJ) Representative, Phi Delta
Pli.i,~ Library Committee, SBA)
QUESTIONS
While everyone appears at -thinks the new committees "will
least superficially pleased with have more impact than· anything
how the school is now running, else." Re contends that the Dean
-- some students are nonetheless has been delegating a lot of work
asking some potentially disturb- to those committees, and that the
ing questions about their role. policies they do develop will, more
A1·e the student-faculty .commit- often than not, be implemented.
"As the students see that they
,. tees going to be truly effective?
How much real power do they can get results, they'll be encourhave? Does the new administra- aged, and even more input will
tion seriously consult with stu- result," Goldfarb explains. Golddent leaders before embarking on farb>, himself, serves on the new
- a new policy? In short, have the library committee, and he points
changes been as far-reaching as out that this committee has althey at first appeared, or have ready developed many of the
they been achieved through the guidelines, for the recent library
skillful application of cosmetics? . organization. "This is solid acThere can be no hard and fast complishment, done with solid "
answers to any of these · ques- student input," Goldfarb asserts.
SBA President Joel Weinstein
tions. The answer one does receive depend to a great extent on takes what he considers a "more
who one is talking to. While realistic" stance. He feels that
_ some of the students interviewed the new committees will prove infor this article feel that they are valuable - that they are a sign
being entirely left out of the de- of real progress - but also that
cision making, others take a more at the moment "these committees
moderate stance, expressing their. dori't have substantial power."
confidence that things really have They could have such power in
changed, and that even more the future if the students active
changes are forthcoming. Some on them "asserted themselves,".
professors agree with the more Weinstein claims.
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